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THE VISION

Digital technology has become pivotal towards
the prosperity of retail space. As a result, the
Meiyume team has decided to pursue growth
through an innovative combined methodology
with Formes & Sculptures, a recognized
initiator of merchandising and Point of Sale
(POS) materials.

The combined effort between Formes &
Sculptures and Meiyume immerses
complementary strengths and proficiency to
react swiftly and successfully to the present-
day consumer landscape in a rapidly ever-
changing retail environment. This cooperation
fortifies our method to maximize the retail
experience by offering global backing that
tracks businesses’ Return on Investments
(ROI) at the POS.

According to Statistica, The Fragrances segment in Europe is projected to grow
by 1.46% (2023-2027) resulting in a market volume of US$19.57bn in 2027, with
a Y-O-Y Retail Value RSP Growth from 2007-2026 of 12.2%, indicating success
of this industry.

A coordinated, ambitious tech transformation can have a wide-ranging impact.
The McKinsey Digital Quotient Survey in the consumer and retail industries found
that digital leaders generated 3.3 times the TSR of digital laggards between 2016
and 2020. This finding upholds the idea that technology will be a core driver of
next-generation retail growth.

THE BACKGROUND

[1] Euromonitor – sales premium fragrance in Western Europe

https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/retail/our-insights/breaking-the-code-unlocking-digital-and-analytics-at-scale-for-consumer-goods
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Corania has launched its premium fragrance collection Ynepsie, using noble
materials and luxury codes at an affordable price. The duality of Formes &
Sculpture’s advanced display activity, titled hardware, and Meiyume’s
transformative digital solutions lead to an array of retail benefits, illustrated by
the realization of this POS equipment for Ynespie by Corania.

Meiyume Retail Solutions division was involved in digitization by integrating
interactive elements in this POS. It’s equipped with a Digital Touch screen,
which allows for the consumer an experience to explore 12 feminine and
masculine fragrances. It also guides the user to a quiz to know the 3
fragrances by answering olfactory choices, allowing Corania to have the
access to deduce data driven decisions.

Completely new in the mass distribution channel, Formes & Sculpture granted
its expertise to guarantee that this POS was able to meet the constraints of the
supermarkets with its functionality and size including: a 15 inch digital screen,
wifi connection for remote update, fragrance tasting area, testers with anti-theft
system, a removable bell, retractable communication area tray, 2 Blotter Zone
Cavity, as well as a trash can on the left side.

3

THE SOLUTION
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RESULTS
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THE FUTURE

The global fragrance market size was valued at USD 50.85 billion
in 2022 and is expected to register a compound annual growth
rate (CAGR) of 5.9% from 2023 to 2030.

The market growth is attributed to the growing trend of personal
grooming, coupled with increasing demand for luxury and exotic
fragrances. Moreover, increasing consumer spending on premium
and luxury fragrances due to the high-income level, along with
improving living standards, is driving the global industry.

In recent years, fragrances have evolved into a significant
business in the cosmetics and personal care industry.
Fragrances have emerged as an essential product driven by the
growing trend of personal care, forming a part of pride and
confidence.

With an experimental and data-driven approach, Meiyume
guarantees our retail solutions spearhead forward-thinking
innovation and design. We are thrilled to continue to partner with
beauty brands to illuminate their brands’ vision for premium
fragrances.

The duality of Formes & Sculpture’s advanced display activity
will result in an array of retail benefits:

1. Consumer experience
Known for extensive groundbreaking opportunities,
interactivity in our design will further contribute to the value of
customer touchpoints across any retail stores.

2. Visibility through technology
The Meiyume Retail Solutions division utilizes a multitude of
technologies to quantify in-store inventory and consumer
behavior at the POS through real time insights. The
implementation of traffic cameras or radar sensors will allow
anonymous metrics to be captured to deliver insights into
enhancing general business operations.

3. Actionable business intelligence
The state-of-the-art beauty trend engine and refined POS
systems will allow businesses to deduce informed decisions
via actionable data insights

https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/perfume-market

